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ABSTRACT
GRADE (Group ofAnalysis for Development) has from1970 onwards accumulated a
large volumeof S&T and socio-economic indicators gatheredain
database. The purpose
of this database is to maintain updated statistical data which be
can
used to monitor the
evolution of scientific productionin the region, as well as to assess its contribution to
social and economic development. After two ofyears
project implementationthis article
is discussing the achievements and the reasons for its relative underutilization.

RESUME
GRADE (Groupe d’Analyse pour le Développement) a accumulé depuis 1970 une
quantité importante d’informationsS&T et socio-économiques qu’il a rassemblé dans
une base de données. L’objectifde cette base est de tenir
àjour les données statistiques
nécessaires à l’observation de l’évolution de la production scientifiquedans la région,
ainsi qu’à l’évaluation desa contribution au développement économique et social.
A près
deux années de fonctionnement cet article discute les résultats obtenus et les raisons
de
sa relative sous-utilisation.

INTRODUCTION
For several years since its creation in 1980, researchers at GRADEhave been
conducting theoretical and empirical studies on Science and Technology (S&T)
policy. They have at the sametime been monitoring the evolution of policies
applied in Latin America and in the
Caribbean countries, as well as their
papers in
differential results. While several books and many scholarly and policy
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those two fields of work have been published',particularlyby Francisco S
two review reports on the situation of S T in these regions, published as
workimg papew in 1983 anil I 98s2,have been mosbt frequently epotedas valuable
sources ofinfomationJ,

In the course of those activieies, the institution Rad by 1987 accumulated a
large volume of statistical information. Therefore, it was decided, witb support
from the Organization of merican States and of Canada's International
Development ResearchCentre, that the best way to put i t to advmtageous use
was to caeate a cornputerked database, containing stati
series chting from
1970 onwardson the most csmmody wed indicatcm of
The data which were originally '
output memures foreach of33 %a
as geneml social a d economic d
the relative stmd
each of the regioda counatries. These statisticd series are
as complete as
ed by the periodicity mith whichrelevant primary
infornation is collected in =ch country.
se indicators are the fol'lowing: number of Research and
units and projects; scientists, engineers and teckniciams in
d staff in different Ievels of higher education; University
; W&D expenditures; export a d import composition; direct fsreign
ent; foreign royaltypayments.
Other data refer to production and produetivity indiators such as patents,
mdnstream S&T journal publications, citations a d authors, domestic
publications and international p k e s obtained by Pod scientific research
innovators. Also included are general socioeconomic indicators such as
population, birth and mortality mtes, life e ectancy at birth, population per
phgrsician a d hospital bed, d d y ger capita ealory supply, gross domestic
product, per capita energy consumption, value added in manufacture, exchange
and inflation =tes and foreign debbt.

A representative set of such papers can be found in Sagasti et al. (1988). Other more recent
publications include Cueto (1989), Garland (1988 and 1989), GarridoLecca (1985), Sagasti
and Garland (1985).
Sagasti et al.(1983); Sagasti and Cook (1985).
A representative set of such papers c m be found in Sagasti et al. (1988). Other more recent
publications include Cueto (1989), Garland (1988 and 1989), Garrido h c c a (1985), Sagasti
and Garland (1985).
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Many ofthe input variables are in turn disaggregated according to
the different
criteria proposed by UNESCO: type of research (basic, applied, experimental
development),scientificfield
(exact and natural,agriculturalsciences,
engineering and technology, health,social,others), sector of performance
(public
and private; productive, higher education, general services), economic sector,
etc.. Another important classification criterion
is main economicaim (evaluation
and exploration of the earth, sea, and atmosphere; civil space; agricultural,
forestal, and silvicultural development; industrial development; production,
conservationanddistribution
of energy; development of transportand
communications; development of educationalservices; development of health
services; social development and socioeconomic services;environmental
protection; advancement of knowledge; defence; other aims).
The purpose of this project has been to assemble and maintain updated
statistical data which canbe used to monitor the evolution of scientific production
in the region, as well as to mess the efficacyand efficiency ofits contribution to
social and economic development. The S&T DB is intended to provide this
information in a timely, homogeneous and comparable manner to a variety of
users, including academics, planners, politiciansand public officials working in
this area.
At first glance it may seem strange that this task be assumed by a private
research center. One would believe that
its "natuml" location wouldbe a national
S&T promotion or regulatory agencyor a regional development agency interested
in these issues. However, the instability of policies and politicians in Latin
America, as well as of their administrative styles, and the precarious financial and
institutional conditionsin which they must operate, including
high rotation rates
of technicalpersonnel, in addition to GRADE'S own initiative, determined that
this institution would carry out the project
its first
in phase.
The initial --and continuing- processes ofidentifying sources ofprimary and
secondary information, of obtaining their collaboration, of reviewing and
contrasting data obtained from different sources,
of assessing the methodologies
applied for collecting and processing data in each
country, and of evaluating the
completeness of the obtained information were rather difficult.
m i l e the volume
of information quickly became substantial, notorious
gaps were left open.It was
not possibleto determine whether those gaps could
be attributed to a real lack of
primary data sources or rather to the simple fact that communication
efforts had
been insuffcient or less productive than desired. Establishing contact with
information providemwas rather morediffcult than anticipated, even in spite of
the good offices of the agencies Who had previously promoted and financed
national surveys on S&T capacity in this region and Who were supporting the
current effort.
A simple optimistic explanation might have been that the existence of the
database remained yet largely unknown, and that well planned dissemination
efforts would take care of the problem in the near future. However, serious
consideration had to be given to the possibility that the general thrust of the
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project, or the way in which it \va§ being cmied out (thatio, incopsmting at fimt
T input and output indieators), did not respond to the red

nties about the y d i t y of the availableinfornation (whicb
re comtantly trying to assess, request
and about the appropriatelmess of some
development indicators were not xsuaged throughout that
project. Repeated requ
stions and criticisms submitted
policy-maki
to potential
unmet.
It becme evident to
n order to promote coopemtion
with and utilbation of the system.,they would have 8s lx the fiat users of their
own sewices. Thw, two simple studies on sdentific production and productivity
were arried out in 1988 and 1989. 9t was
cted that th& publication would
show the type of use that eould be given to the availabbfe data. It would generate
more interest in the information source and would stimulate demand for its
services.,asessments of data validity and reliability and discussion of neeessary
additions or changes in the database.
The better known of those papem4, whichwas published as part of the
International DevelopmentBank’s 1988 annual develspment report and later on
ng paper, reviewed available statistics on papers authored by
can and Cambbean resarchens in mainstram scientiffe journals,
citations of those publications, pat ts requested and awarded in this region of
the world and international priaes
ted to Latin Amerkm scientists. In this
same line of work, an essay was w
which compares researeh produdvity measured in tems of the rdationship bettveen the number of registered
mainstream publications and citations, the number of scientists and engineers
involved in resarch and development, and the volume of
D expenditures- as
well as its thematic distribution among the hrgest countmes of the re
obtained from the pappers themselves,
, h a been used quite frequently by researchem both
within the region and elsewhere. ‘Fhepapers have been extensively cite$ and have
allowed the incorporation of their authors into international acaddemie network.
They have a h elieited varied and contradietory reaetionsregarding both their
pmctical utility and their academie soundness, on grounds ofmany of the issues
which are being eonsidered in the various sesions of this meeting.
However., the projject’s objectives were mdnly an explicitly aimed at
tion needs of those involved in the des n , application a n d h
development policiesfor individual c
ries or for the region
as a whole, Who could use the S&TBB indicatos to compare their domestic
situation with that of other Latin Amemcan countries in tems of the sufficiency,
Arregui (1988).
Torero and Arregui (1989).
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effkacy and efficiency of resource allocation. By comparing the results obtained
in other places with different policies, they could, for example, explore the
convenience of introducing changes in the strategies pursued in their own
countries. In that process, it was expected that they would alert database
managers on data errors and limitations,
articulating demands for additional and
agencies in
different variablesto be includedin it and promoting that responsible
each country would devise meansfor assembling new necessary statistics.The
final outcome of this continuous process would be the availability of a Sound
in this important development field.
information system for decision making
Among those Who were initially identified by database managers as those
”involved in the design, application and/or evaluation of S&T development
policies” and Who were therefore targeted as primary potential users, can be
found a wide rangeof social institutionsand actors. While there was a definite
implicit interest in satisfying information needs of scientists, professional
organizations and trades unions, scientific associations, universities and other
educational institutions, international technical cooperation agenciesand
academics (particularly those studying science itself), prime intended subjects
whose information needs were to be met --and prompted- were politicians,
congress members, productive sector representatives, national S&T promotion
and regulation agencies, nationalor regional planning bodies
and governmental
executive offices.
After two years of project implementation, it must be admitted that those
planners and policy makers, however, are not yet among those utilizing the
information provided by the S&TDB. For some reason, the’humbers” are not
being ”sold”.
Thus, there is now a need toevaluate the present usefulness ofthe database
and to plan its future evolution. Furthermore, it is necessary to evaluate the
adequacy of the conventional indicators
it contains, particularlyin terms of their
relevance for planners activein the field ofS&T policy. Therefore, the project’s
current objective is to assess these issues and to propose and promote the
adoption of additional and/or alternative indicators, as well as to improve those
currently available.
A series of activities are being carried out this year, which will certainly
benefit from the discussions being held during this international meeting.
Those
activities include the updating and verification of available
data, thepreparation of
users’ guides, the provision
of information to interested parties,
the application of
a user survey and the design and publication of a statistical handbook based
on
the information in the database.
Furthermore, a Latin American seminar has been scheduled for the end of
November, during which participantswill review ”state of the
art” issues related
to the design, collection and utilization of S&T indicators, will analyze
theoretical, methodological and technical aspects of those issues
and will jointly
evaluate user reaction to the database. Efficient means of data collection and
processing, as well as the appropriate balance between national and regional
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information systems will allso be given consideration. By the end of the year,
decisions about the contirnuity of the project, about the &
t
ait should contain and
abut the most convenient institutionalfmmework for its future development will
be tdcen.

Having bkefly dscribed the origirns, purposes md current outcornes and
prospects ofthis project, in what is left of this presentaticsn, 1 would like explore
some of the reaons why demand for the data base's services ha5 not been
forthcoming from its targeted audience. Obviously,t h e is a whole set of issues
daling with theorefial, conceptual a d methodolo
aspects and limitations of
conventional indicatsrs which may h
cult for local officiais to
utiliae them as planning instruments.
presentations
in this meeting
have deah with those issues, however, and K will therefore concentrate
a
somewhat different matter: institutional aspects of the projecl's development
which may better explain its relative undenutilkation $y those parties whose
nw& it most particularly sou& ts satisfy.
In the first place, it is cqnvenient t0 recall what it is that S T inelkators seek
to measure and with what aims. Their objective is to evalu
the situation, the
s being attained and the impact of S&T activities, as well as to
ely contribution to social md econsmic development. They can
be used to rnake decision makers awae ofthe interrehtionships amo
variables which intemene in a scientific system's efforts and h
establish priorities for the allocation of scarce resources ts various disciplines a d
institutions. They can a h be use$ to improve research institutions' management
of their programs, given that they allow detecting img'licit changes in the
objectives of scientific efforts, and to evaluate their linkages to other social
activitis*
Supposedly, a country's s T remlatory and promotion agencies would
require information in order
facilitate decision making and day-to-day
management, as well as to design andpropose mid- and long tem policies in this
field. In pmctice, however, thismay be far away from the red interests of these
organizatiom, which can m i l y beeome so bureaucratiaed that their sole concern
is their own survival, or which a n be used b
eir leaders as a pswer base for
the recruitment of future politial support.
ere this is true, it is clear that
policies effectively applied will
not easily be congruent withthe "plmningf' focus
of efforts such as the previouslydecribed database.
With respect to other potential users of the database, that is, academics,
politicians, providers of S&T services, entrepreneurs, etc. ,almsst as little is
known about their perceivedneeds, except that when they are in urgent need to
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make some public declaration or to present some diagnostic statement or
proposal, they request particular bits of information.
It is difficult to believe there are no real needs, for which reason it will be
momentarily assumed thatthe problem lies in a lack of channels throughwhich
demands can be formulated. When thinking about how S&T indicators are used
elsewhere, the first image which comesup is that ofscientific establishments as
lobbies or particular interest groupsand their negotiationswith governments in
order to obtain a larger piece of the pie in public resource allocation. Data
provided by the National Science Foundation are waved by the educational
system to demand more resources with arguments such as "The Japanese are
taking up al1 openings in science graduate programs in the U.S.. Meanwhile,
less and less resources are being allocated to basic research. It is essential to
increase the quantity and quality of those programsif we arenot out to destroy
Our industrial competitiveness and to relinquish Our position in international
trade". Another typical use of indicators occurs when mainstreampublication
and citation countsof a University's faculty are compared to average output or to
other institutions in order to argue in favor of continued financialsupport from
the federal government or of increased contributions from alumnae
to institutional
investment funds. Whyis it that this does not occur
in Our countries?
A tentative response is that, very much like Our industry, science has
developed under the --not very- protective mantle of the State. One could
argue
over the effectiveness of that protection, over
its consistency through time
or over
its coherence with other public policies in the State's spheres of social and
economic intervention. However, few practitioners of S&T activities would
advocate that the obtention and distribution of resources for science should be
determined solelyby the free play of market forces.
However, once interest groupsare successful in establishing public agencies
responsible for the promotion or regulation of S&T activity, they back up and
cease toprovide them with information and other inputs-4ncluding the pressure
of their demands for processed information-- which those agencies would requ
in order to fulfill their role. The typical document containing
S&T plans which-with luck- these agencies may regularly produce remains largely unread.
Other problems which occur in Peni may be also true of many of Our
countries. The general public does not perceive any tangible benefits arising
from science or technological innovation which mightmake it worthwhile for
them to become more interestedin their development6. The productive system

Arregui and Acosta (1988), in a study of desirable scenarios for the future of Peni, found that
S&T factors have no space in young Peruvian leaders' expectations for "a better future". With
the almost single exception of references to the positive impact of the introduction of
computers into may spheres of social and persona1 life, the few other spontaneous references
to S&T incorporated into their descriptions of their dreams and expectations were remarks on
the need to control them so that "progress" would not increase unemployment.
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nouAshes its weak growth with imported technologies and does not demand
much from the local S&T system. Seientists do not organize themselves as
pressure grsups (except the few which teach in univewities) in order to demand
support. Therefsre, none of thnese potentid sources of demand for information to
support pslicy proposals becomcs effective.
. Another remon which might
ain why there h a not been more interaction
the database) and potential demand is the
between information supply (i
difficnlties avhich assail dialoguebehveew research institutions and public seetor
agemeies. Raarchen and bureauemts have different cultures, logies, d~scsurses
es, which make two-way exchanges rather difficult. It wonld be
active scientists becorne more i ~ ~ ~ l in
v public
e d planning work,
even at the priee of their already fragmented tirne availability’. n e y s h o u ~
participate not onfy as technieal advisors in theirfields of specialimtion,but in d l
phases of what should be a eomstant proeess of identifying consensud mjd and
long tem objectives, fiking ta
strategies and ealuatin
Planners, in mm, need ts invest time in csnvincing seientists that resources are
really scarce, that priorities therefore need to be establislied and thatthey need to
use available funding effectivdy and effieiently.
Finally, mother rason why there is no dernanmd for information from planners
is that no real planning is gsing on. Increasingly over the last deeades, social
plannimg, which is eminently a mid- and long t e m oriented funetion, dapite
being eonsidered necessary, appears more and more distant from the main and
urgent concems ofpoliticims and decision makers (Sagasti 1988). Moreover,
even where, in spite of the awareness of its prsblems and limitations, people and
governments acceptthe possibility and convenienee of rational interventions to
p i d e national de~elopment,planning agenciestend to m i l y beeome some sort
of technical seeretariat of the Pacsideney, attendin short term issues and
beeoming involveel in political esntroversies (Sagasti 1988) in ways which
contradiet its essentidly ”harmoniaing” ( copscertadora) mission (Santa Cruz
1990).
It is crucial to redefine the role and structure ofplanning institutions, dearly
eskblishing that the main responsibilityofits central body, specially in this age
of information overload, should be the reception, filtering, organizatisn and
distribution of infornation for hi&-level decision making.
”...a full tirne researcher in an American University probably spends more time really doing
research than his officially equivalent Latin American colleague, Who in fact spends half his
time teaching and advising, another half doing research, another half doing administrative
and planning activities, half time doing private consulting, half time looking for funding,
half time carrying out public relations for his or her institution,saving only two of his
remaining half times in order to write mass-audience articles based on his studies, take care of
his persona1 hygiene and try to balance his checkbook (always in the red, to be sure) ...”
(Anegui 1990, pp.16-17).
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FINAL REMARKS
Meanwhile, andwhile the futurecourse of the databaseproject is determined,
1can’t help but make use of this opportunity to request support
from al1 of you,
by providing new data and corrections to thesamples of outputwhich we have
distributed during this meeting,by making suggestions as to the strategy which
ought tobe followed in order to obtain more cooperation from relevant statistical
offices and, specially, by giving us your opinions about the value, real or
potential, of this effort. Thank you.
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